larson electronics
Featuring 26, 150-watt LED light
fixtures, Larson’s newest work area
string light set provides 338,000 lumens
of high-quality light while drawing 3,900
watts of power. It is UL1598 approved
and ideal for inspection activities and
temporary illumination in wet locations.
Each fixture has a copper-free aluminum alloy body powder-coated for
corrosion resistance and aesthetics.
www.larsonelectronics.com

www.festoolusa.com

dewalt
The new DEWALT DCE200
press tool is capable of pressing
pipe fittings from 1/2 to 4 inches in
copper and stainless steel pipe. It
is compatible with a wide range of
crimping heads and attachments, and
the head pivots 320 degrees. This
tool also features the Crimp Connect
System, a bright LED work light and
an LED cycle and maintenance panel.

surface shields
Kraft and red rosin construction papers
are used as floor protection by the millions
of square feet, but neither provides any
type of impact resistance. Surface Shields’
new Builder Board Project Edition surface
protector is 22 pt. thick — nearly three times
thicker than rosin papers — and provides
breathable, impact resistant protection for
months. For those looking to protect floors
that are curing, Project Edition is completely
breathable and bonds well with Builder
Board Breathable Tape. It’s also equally
water resistant when compared to its “big
brother,” 45 pt.-thick Builder Board. Builder
Board Project Edition is available in rolls 35
inches wide by 50 or 100 feet long.

www.dewalt.com

www.surfaceshields.com

spectra Precision
Trimble’s Spectra Precision LT52
point and cross-line laser combines
a five-beam laser pointer with a
horizontal and vertical crossline
laser for a wide variety of construction alignment applications. Points
are round and focused for easy
marking and are visible up to 60
meters (200 feet) away. The cross
beams have a wide 210-degree fan
angle which intersects the side and
overhead points.
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A large washer diameter with
increased bearing surface
Full diameter under washer
for more strength means
less snapping of heads
Twin lead threads provide
quicker applications and
more gripping power
CraftCoat™ resists corrosion
and matches the strap and
conduit making life easier for
contractors at the job site

FREE Concrete Anchors

www.grabberman.com

www.bigfoottools.com

Visit us at metallicsonline.com, select the
Metallics Inc. Feedback link, then fill out and
submit the form to receive your FREE GIFT.

Metallics
Made in USA by
Avanti Screw an affiliate
of Metallics Inc.
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grabber
Grabber’s portable PanelMax CM10 panel fabrication
machine makes precise cuts in drywall and also creates
perfect cuts and corners on interior gypsum that require
no bead, tape or mud. The CM10 uses laser projection
for exact positioning. The vacuum-equipped machine
runs down each panel automatically, leaving a clean,
dust-free cut ready for gluing and quick installation. The
machine requires no extra floor space, as it rests directly
on gypsum pallets to cut and mill each piece.

ridgid
RIDGID’s new RE 12-M manual hydraulic
crimp tool is the lightest and easiest to use
12-ton manual hydraulic crimping tool on
the market. The RE 12-M is used for wire
termination and grounding applications to
crimp compression lugs and connectors
onto copper, aluminum and ACSR wire and
grounding rods. Its C-shaped head with
1.65-inch jaw opening has a 330-degree
head rotation and is large enough for compression applications up to 1,000 MCM.
www.ridgid.com

big foot tools
Big Foot Tools is proud to
relaunch its 10 1/4-inch beam
saw adapter kit for the newest 7
1/4-inch SKILSAW Model SPT77w.
The new Big Foot saw adapter
kit features a wider foot for more
stability and is lighter than all of
the competition in the 10 1/4-inch
beam saw category, including the
OEM SKIL version. The Big Foot
saw is engineered in the USA to be
tougher, lighter and safer to use.

www.ContractorSupplyMagazine.com
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festool
The CT SYS ultra-portable, compact dust
extractor is HEPA certified, has tool-triggered
operation, high-performance suction, self-contained hose and cord storage. It is designed to
be carried via an integrated handle, or worn over
the shoulder using an included shoulder strap.
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mule hide
Mule-Hide TPO with CLEAN Film protects the
membrane during installation and then is easily
removed, revealing a roof ready for final inspection. No cleaning is required and there is no loss
of initial solar reflectivity caused by dirt and scuffs.
The 5-foot-wide sheets can be easily pulled up by
a single crew member, with stress-free, splinterfree removal ensured for 90 days after installation.

rockler
Rockler Woodworking and Hardware’s Dust Right
Cord and Hose Hook lets woodworkers and DIYers
hold dust and air hoses and power cords out of the
way to reduce work-area clutter. It is made of glassfilled nylon for strength and durability. It incorporates
four hooks: one large hook for 2 1⁄2- or 4-inch-diameter dust hose, a medium hook for air hose and two
smaller hooks for power or extension cords.

alfa tools
Alfa Tools introduces Tungsten Carbide Tipped Hole
Cutters for cutting in many
different types of materials including construction steel plate,
stainless steel, iron, aluminum,
copper, cast iron, fiberglass and
plastics. They produce burr-free
holes so there is no additional
finishing needed. The one-piece
construction requires no assembly and provides stable, accurate cutting for a wide range
of applications.

www.rockler.com

www.alfatools.com

www.mulehide.com

Right Tie, Right Price, Right Now

America’s Fastest Growing
Cable Tie Company!

bosch
Brand new from Bosch, the IWMH182 18V EC
brushless 1/2-inch impact wrench produces a
whopping 2,213 inch-pounds of torque for applications including large lag bolts. It weighs just
3.6 pounds and has a head length of 6.4 inches
for work in tight spaces. It provides an excellent
performance-to-weight ratio that delivers 3,500
bpm and 2,600 rpm. Its EC brushless motor
needs no scheduled maintenance and delivers up
to twice the motor life versus a standard motor.

Now available with USA
made chain, assembled
and tested in USA.

www.boschtools.com

simpson strong-tie
Simpson Strong-Tie now offers a
redesigned prefabricated wood shearwall
that provides greater installation flexibility
for contractors and additional design
options for specifiers. The Strong-Wall
Wood Shearwall replaces the Strong-Wall
SB shearwall and can be used in the
same applications, including residential,
multi-story and light-frame commercial
wood structures. It features a holdown
with visible front, back and side access
to make it easier to install the anchorage
attachment and easier to inspect.
www.strongtie.com/wsw
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Made in the U.S.A.
Stocked Locally Near You

hougen manufacturing
Hougen’s HMD917 magnetic
drill features an LED pilot light
that allows the operator to more
efficiently and quickly line up the
pilot in low- or no-light situations.
A proprietary new high-torque,
two-speed Hougen motor is the
most powerful motor put on any
Hougen drill. A two-stage magnet
increases holding power by 30
percent when the drill motor is
turned on. The HMD917 weighs
just 46 pounds and drills holes
7/16 to 2 3/8 inches in diameter
and up to three inches deep.
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Porter-cable
P-C’s new 16GA Straight Finish Nailer
(PCC792LA and PCC792B) drives 1- to 2 1/2inch nails and has a magazine capacity of 100
nails. The tool can drive up to 1,000 nails per
charge using a 4.0-Ah PORTER-CABLE battery (sold separately), and up to 375 nails per
charge using a 1.5Ah PORTER-CABLE battery
(included in the kitted version). It weighs just
5.7 pounds sans battery.
www.portercable.com

snap-on Williams
Snap-on Industrial has engineered the
new Williams 24- and 48-LED rotating
worklights to shine bright light anywhere the
technician goes and the rotating heads can
be moved to just the right position. They are
available with either 24 or 48 high-output
LED lights and come with a magnetic base
for instant and secure mounting.
www.snaponindustrialbrands.com

kreg
The Kreg Jig K5 Master System
(Item# K5MS) combines the popular
Kreg Jig K5 with premium accessories
including a three-inch wood project
clamp with Automaxx Technology
and a portable base for the Kreg Jig
K5. The Automaxx face clamp offers
auto-adjust technology that simplifies
project construction by allowing users
to clamp pieces of varying thicknesses
without having to adjust the clamp.
www.kregtool.com

THE IndustrIal

KEEP YOUR PROFITS AT home
MANUFACTURER &
MASTER DISTRIBUTOR

www.greatdanetool.com

www.isapartners.org/join-isa

IS yoUr SInGLE

best solution
Build the skills of your newer associates with the professional
development programs offered through the ISA Education
Foundation’s Learning Center.

ISA is the premier provider of
professional and career development
for the industrial supply industry.

www.ContractorSupplyMagazine.com
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joIn

today

supply assocIatIon

Get started on the path toward building
your next generation of sales and
technical professionals.
Learn more: www.isapartners.org/business-education-resources

The Brush Man, LLC
602 W. Hickory
Mahomet, IL 61853
www.brushman.com
sales@brushman.com

DON’T SEND THEM TO THE depot

Plan for you and your new associates to attend the
Foundation’s regional Best and Brightest professional
development programs.
Bring your new associates to the ISA annual
convention’s exceptional professional
development sessions.
Enroll your new associates in ISA’s exclusive
Emerging Leaders Group.
Have your newer associates attend the
ISA-sponsored University of Innovative
Distribution.
To identify future associates, get actively
involved in the Industrial Careers
Pathway (ICP). This professional
development program introduces
high school and college students
to a career in our great industry.

tigerstop
TigerStop introduces the TigerSPC, a
configurable caliper set designed to make
critical quality control measurements easy
and affordable for parts as long as 16 feet.
TigerSPC is accurate to +/- .006 inches (.15
mm) and has snap-on jaws to easily accommodate end-to-end, miter-to-miter, hole-tohole, hole-to-center and hole-to-end
measurements without having to recalibrate.

magswitch technology
Magswitch Technology introduces a
new way to align steel plates or press
beam, the MagPress, which gives you
two functions in one simple tool. With
1,100 pounds of hold force, the MagPress is the only way to level and align
steel. Remove high/lows with ease by
placing the magnet on low, prying on
high and welding with the other hand.

hitachi power tools
Hitachi’s EC99S air compressor
features an oil-lubricated castiron pump and thermal overload
protection. This four-gallon twinstack model weighs less than 53
pounds. Its 15-amp direct-drive
induction motor produces 3.1 cfm
of air at 90 psi and 3.05 cfm at
100 psi. The locking regulator and
105 on/135 off pressure switch
means no worries about pressure
wander or pressure-starved tools
on the job.

www.magswitch.com.au

www.hitachipowertools.com

www.tigerstop.com

Cutting Tools for MRO Applications

Designed for the Pros

DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED
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Increase your in-store sales
Wacker Neuson has a large selection of equipment with in-store appeal all backed by our leading sales, marketing
and service support team. Known for its job site performance and reliability, the Wacker Neuson brand has a solid
reputation that will keep your customers coming back for more and improve your bottom line.

Distributor inquiries to
Marxman@morsecuttingtools.com

A Division of Morse® Cutting Tools

www.wackerneuson.com

Phone 800-255-1701 www.morsecuttingtools.com
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BUILT RIGHT
And

From

EVERYTHING

START

In Between
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FINISH
The leader in fasteners...
now the leader in fastening systems.
• Tools
• Compressors
• Hoses, Fittings & Accessories
• Collated Fasteners
From framing to finish,
Grip-Rite® has the right fastening system for your job.

BUILT RIGHT. GRIP-RITE.
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To learn more about Grip-Rite products call 800-676-7777 or visit grip-rite.com

